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for and by the people …

From uniformity to diversity

Objectives:
To boost and to renew cultivated diversity aiming resilience 
of organic food chains/system and high quality food

And then to revive a culture about living processes 
thanks to a collective approach of agriculture and research in Europe



At the beginning of the 2000's, the 
question was:

“What kind of seeds 
and research 

organisation for 
organic agriculture? “



About F1 hybrid, the most
prevailing modern variety



From
uniformity
to diversity

2016



DIVERSITY 
for living agroecosystems and human 
organisations

• Sharing a conception of research with
a participative, multi-actor and 
transdisciplinary approach

• To shape an agriculture which respects and 
boosts living processes for resilience 

Our hypothesis : Life is DIVERSITY



Innovation in European farms
from diversified « varieties »

Seeds from gardeners

Farmers’/peasant seeds

Seeds from centre of genetic resources

Putting back in the 
field forgotten
diversity and 
creating new 

diversity







La base variétés du Gnis
• Les Catalogues européens regroupent plus de 23 000 

variétés d’espèces agricoles et plus de 21 000 variétés 
d’espèces potagères commercialisables dans l’ensemble 
de ces pays. Ils sont consultables, uniquement en 
anglais, sur le site de la Commission Européenne.

Les ressources génétiques stockées dans les « banques 
de gènes européennes »
• The European Search Catalogue for Plant Genetic 

Resources (EURISCO) provides information about 1.8 
million crop plant accessions comprising 6233 genera 
and 41 649 species





Triptolème
One seed association 
association, created 12 
years ago.

With about 120 
members in 2018, in 
three French regions: 
Brittany, Normandy and 
Pays de Loire, in France



French seed network
Réseau Semences Paysannes = 
90 seed associations in France



European Coordination for Let's Liberate Diversity!
At the moment the members of EC-LLD are the following organizations:
• the Scottish Crofting Federation (Scotland)
• Pro Specie Rara (Swizerland)
• Réseau Semences Paysannes (France)
• BEDE (France)
• Red de Semillas “ Resembrando e Intercambiando” (Spain)
• Centro Internazionale Crocevia - CIC (Italy)
• Rete Semi Rurali (Italy)
• Dachverband Kulturpflanzen- und Nutztiervielfalt e. V. Dachverband (Germany)
• Ecoruralis (Roumanie)
• SEED(Luxembourg)



Our overall context of our European
research
building resilient and high quality food systems 

• Networks of researchers, 
farmers and other actors 

involved in organic 
agriculture

• Funding, since 2007, by 3 
consecutive European Framework 
Programmes for Research and 
Technological Development

 



9. Food security, sustainable 
agriculture and forestry, marine 
and maritime and inland water 
research and the bioeconomy

• “ to contribute to securing sufficient supplies of safe, 
healthy and high quality food and other bio-based 
products, by developing productive, sustainable and 
resource-efficient primary production systems, 
fostering related ecosystem services and the recovery 
of biological diversity, alongside competitive and low 
carbon supply chains.”

General objective



Progresses through EU 3 projects

Farm Seed
Opportunities

(FP6 2007-2010)
SOLIBAM 

(FP7 2010-2014)
DIVERSIFOOD 

(H2020 2015-2019)

Situation Europe of « non 
conventional varieties »

Observation and testing
diversified crop populations

On farm research

Seed regulation
recommendations

4 species

Strategies for 
performance and quality

Working on key-concepts

Participatory reseach

Policy recommendations
on seed, research and 
food system

7 species

Broadening crop 
diversity

Multi-actor and 
transdiscipliarity

Social organisation

Economic impact

Culture about food

15 species

Common hypothesis : DIVERSITY 



Broadening and reviving diversity

Seed from genebanks
gardeners or farmers

Local or heritage
landraces/varieties

New populations 
and locally adapted
varieties varieties

bred on farm

Evaluation from soil to 
products

And creating new 
diversity for a 

coherent organic 
agriculture

Discovering our 
heritage and

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“ to contribute to securing sufficient supplies of safe, healthy and high quality food and other bio-based products, by developing productive, sustainable and resource-efficient primary production systems, fostering related ecosystem services and the recovery of biological diversity, alongside competitive and low carbon supply chains.”



Miller – bakeryPractices

Environment

Variety

On farm research
Example: to manage quality of bread for farmer-baker

Taste
Texture



20

The multi-actor concept
Common objective embedded in the food chain reality

Research based on actions 
and common space to share

vocabulary, concepts, methods and results
within an iterative process

Farmers
BakersMillers

Seed saversSMEs Facilitators Citizens Researchers

Complementary know-how, 
methods and knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The text should be made clearer …



Now, 
current 
trends

• Organic agriculture development in Europe
• Success of “seed network and “Community 

seed banks” and on-farm plant breeding
• Willingness to rediscover a large panel of 

forgotten species and underutilised species, 
strengthening authenticity and quality of 
organic products

• Aims to fit better to organic principles 
(ecology, health, fairness and care) 

• “Sustainability” of multi-actor research 
mainly supported by foundations and 
European commission
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